STUDY GUIDE
This Study Guide includes suggestions about preparing your students
for a live theatre performance in order to help them respond and enjoy it.
Included are ideas about using the performance to enhance aspects of your
arts education curriculum by responding both to themes presented in the
performance and dramatic and musical elements.
Please copy and distribute this guide to your fellow teachers.

BOOKING INFORMATION
Please contact the Tour
Coordinator for more
information.
Local: 604 669 0631
Toll Free: 1 866 294 7943
Email: tours@axistheatre.com
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1. SYNOPSIS
Somebody Loves You, Mr. Hatch is set in a friendly and quaint town in the 1940’s. Mr.
Hatch is a tall, thin, lonely man who works a simple but important job attaching the
aglets to shoelaces at a factory. He often spends time alone and doesn’t have the
confidence or desire to make or keep friends. One day his life turns around when he
receives a package on Valentine’s Day with a pink bow that has a message that reads,
“Somebody loves you.” Mr. Hatch’s world is turned upside down and he begins to make
friends, enjoy all sorts of nice foods, and the fun parts of life that he once ignored.
After receiving the letter, Mr. Hatch goes on a hunt to find out who sent him the
mysterious package. Mr. Hatch is loved after all! Somebody Loves You, Mr. Hatch has
been adapted for the stage by Axis Theatre’s Artistic Director, Chris McGregor from
the children’s novel by Eileen Spinelli.

2. ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Eileen Spinelli was born in Philadelphia in 1942. She is a poet, writer of children’s
books and a teacher of creative writing. Mother of seven children, Spinelli spent many
a night reading her little ones bedtime stories. Some of Eileen’s most cherished
picture books include: Thanksgiving at the Tappletons, Do You Have a Hat, and While
You are Away. Her poetry and prose have meaning and morals for children growing up.
Spinelli was awarded a Christopher Award for the brilliant writing of Somebody Loves
you, Mr. Hatch which is an award given to special books “which affirm the highest
value of the human spirit.” Alongside her writing, Eileen organizes workshops for
adults and children that would like to brush up on their writing skills. In her spare time
Eileen enjoys going to garage sales, visiting flea markets, gardening, and having
conversations in Italian.

3. PUPPETRY
Puppetry is a style of performance where a person called a puppeteer moves a puppet.
The individual who is controlling the puppet speaks with the unique voice of the puppet
and coordinates the physical movement and action of the puppet’s body.
Internationally, there is a wide range of puppetry styles, from hand and rod puppets to
mouth puppets to shadow puppets. As an art form, puppetry is over 3,000 years old. A
marionette is a puppet controlled from above using wires or strings. A marionette’s
puppeteer is called a marionettist.
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4. CONNECTIONS
THEMES
 LONELINESS
The protagonist is a lonely man that likes to keep to himself. Every day after work, Mr.
Hatch goes and buys his turkey wing and sometimes a fresh slice of ham. He reads the
paper, goes to bed early, and wakes up early at 6:30am sharp for work. While at work,
he sits in a corner alone to eat his lunch.
 THE IMPORTANCE OF CHANGE
Often people are afraid of change. We always fear the unknown. If we live our lives
without embracing growth and change then we get stuck in ruts and never enjoy
anything fresh or new. Mr. Hatch is a man that lives a plain and predictable life until
one day he receives a candy-filled heart with a note on it that says, “Somebody Loves
You.”
 EXPLORING INDIVIDUALITY
In life, it is important to embrace your individuality, which includes deciding what to
wear. After receiving his heart-shaped Valentine, Mr. Hatch puts on a bright yellow tie
with blue polka dots. His choice of clothing is used as a way to express his inner state
of joy and happiness.
 CARING ABOUT OTHERS
Even when we feel lonely, like Mr. Hatch does, we always have people that care about
us. That special someone might be a friend at school, a neighbour or a family member.
You should never feel like you are alone in this world, because there is always
someone to make your life a little bit brighter. Ask you students who they care about in
their lives.
 IMPORTANCE OF FRIENDSHIP
Mr. Hatch keeps to himself. When he receives a Valentine that says, “Somebody Loves
You,” he begins to have hope that someone loves him and becomes friendly with
everyone around him. In life, it is very important to make personal connections and
friendships with the people around us.
 POWER OF COMMUNITY
The town that Mr. Hatch lives in is a very tightly knit community. People are friendly to
one another and always greet each other as they cross paths in the town. Involving
oneself in the community is essential and makes for a happy, friendly town or city!
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ARTS EDUCATION CURRICULUM CONNECTION K-7
» Drama Curriculum (responding to, reflecting on and analyzing drama presentations)
o

People create art to express who they are as individuals and
community.

o

Dance, drama, music and visual arts are each unique languages for
creating and communicating.

o

People connect to the hearts and minds of others in a variety of places
and times through the arts.

o

Experiencing art challenges our point of view and expands our
understanding of others.

» Music Curriculum (responding to, reflecting on and analyzing music performances)
Music is created and performed within a wide range of historical, cultural and social
contexts.
» Literary Curriculum (recognize advanced vocabulary, analyze oral language and
communication strategies, read and demonstrate comprehension)
o

Exploring stories and other texts help, us understand ourselves and
make connections to others and to the world.

o

Everyone has a unique story to share.

5. PRE-PERFORMANCE ACTIVITIES
MOTION PICTURE VERSUS LIVE THEATRE
Talk about the similarities and differences between watching a movie, a television
show and a “live” theatre presentation. Include discussions about how the performers
prepare for their roles in each of the situations. For instance, how an actor in a movie
or a television show can redo a scene if a mistake is made versus an actor in a “live”
performance must carry on regardless of mistakes. Discuss how an audience
influences each type of performance.
Remind your students to notice the way that the set, costumes and live music help
make the performance of Somebody Loves You, Mr. Hatch exciting and fun to watch!
HOW TO BE A POSITIVE AUDIENCE MEMBER
Next, prepare your students for watching a “live” performance by discussing the
characteristics of a positive audience member. For example, a positive audience
member:
» Will sit quietly so everyone around can see and hear the performance
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» Will listen attentively and remain focused on the actors and musicians will not
distract performers by moving about or by waving or calling out to performers
» Will laugh and applaud appropriately
» Will contribute to the performance when asked
CHARACTERS AND VOCUBULARY
Review the list of characters and vocabulary words, found in the Appendix, and choose
what information is most useful and appropriate to share and discuss with your class
prior to viewing the performance.

6. POST-PERFORMANCE ACTIVITIES
Now that your students have seen SOMEBODY LOVES YOU, MR. HATCH, it is the
perfect time to expand on their excitement and interest in drama and music and to
discuss ideas and themes presented in the performance.
There are a variety of ways for students to respond to, reflect on and analyze Drama
and Musical Performances: for example, through talking, writing, stories, art, singing
and playing drama games.
The following suggestions will help to engage your students in activities where fun and
laughter are often as important as the building of skills to increase critical thinking,
self-awareness and confidence. Choose the activities that are best suited to your grade
level and, if necessary, modify the skill level of the activities to meet the needs of your
students.
REVIEWING SOMEBODY LOVES YOU, MR. HATCH
The following questions can be used for whole group discussions or for sharing with a
partner or in a small group. After sharing with a partner or small group, students can
take turns sharing ideas with the whole group.
If using the questions as sentence starters for a writing activity, the students can also
draw pictures to accompany their writing.
» Which character is your favorite? Why?
» What did you notice about how the actors
used the puppets?
» What was the most interesting part of the performance?
» What was the happiest part of the play?
» What was the saddest part of the play?
» Has anyone ever sent you a Valentine to you? How did it make you feel?
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» Why is it important to spend time with friends and family?
» Have you ever used or made a puppet? If so, did
you have fun?
» How is a puppet different from a live actor?
» What did you like about the Mr. Hatch puppet?

HAVE FUN WITH DRAMA GAMES
PUPPETEER
Arrange the students into groups of three’s. Tell each group that one student will be
the voice of the puppet while and the other two students will be the arms and the
moving mouth of the puppet. Give the students a setting like a water park or a
restaurant and then ask them to think of unique characters to play. Play the game
again but have two sets of puppets interact with each other in the imaginary setting
that you give them.
MOVING WITH STRINGS
If you have a wide-open space with lots of room to move and walk freely, get the
students to walk in the space. Now add tempo, ranging from 1-5, with one being very
slow (like slow motion) and 5 being a rigorous pace. Tell the students that when you
call out a body part, they are to imagine that a string is attached to that body part. Tell
them that the movement they make with that body part should be light and airy.
OPPOSITE PAIRS
Have your students create pairs of opposite words, such as “sad and happy” or “lonely
and popular.”
MAKE A PUPPET!
Puppets don’t have to be detailed like Mr. Hatch. They can be made out of lots of
different materials.
SOCK PUPPET
» sock
» yarn
» buttons
» coloured construction paper
» pieces of felt or material
» scissors
» glue stick
» markers, crayons or coloured pencils
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» pipe cleaners
Decide on what kind of puppet you want to create. Print the puppet template using by
visiting http://www.easy-child-crafts.com/hand-puppet-patterns.html. Cut out the
template pieces and put the template on the desired material (foam sheets,
construction paper, felt). Decorate the template pieces using coloured markers, prints,
crayons or whatever else you would like to use. Glue on the eyes and pipe cleaners.
PAPER BAG PUPPET
» brown paper bag
» coloured construction paper
» scissors
» glue stick
» wiggle eyes
» pompoms
» markers, crayons, coloured pencils
Choose a template at www.easy-child-crafts.com/paper-bag-puppets.html. Print the
template on either white paper or coloured construction paper. Cut out the template
with scissors, decorate and colour the pattern pieces of the template.
HAND PUPPET TALK SHOW
This drama game is about having fun with puppets! Get three people to come up to the
front of the class seated on chairs. You will also need a “talk show host” who keeps the
show moving. Get each student to introduce their puppet as a famous person (for
example: Olaf, The Little Mermaid, or whomever they would like to play). The members
of the audience will put up their hands and ask the puppets questions. The
host/facilitator should invite steady dialogue between the puppets and the audience
members.
LAUGHTER CIRCLE
With your students, get into a circle and start a laughter circle. The teacher must lead
by example. Start with a contagious laugh and then ask your students to join in on the
fun. Laughing is a great way to let off steam and relax. Laughter is very healthy and
therapeutic.
FUN WITH PUPPETS!
Start by getting everyone into a circle formation. Ask your students to think about how
the puppet that they made moves and speaks. Next, in the character of their puppet,
get them to introduce themselves to the puppet beside them and then take turns
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asking each other questions about their puppets. Then, get your students to switch
puppets with their partner and create and new voice and personality with the new
puppet that they are holding.
PUPPET MONSTERS
This is a great game to practice simple improvisational skills! First, get your students
to pair up and decide on a location where the scene will take place. Some ideas might
include at school, at the playground, or playing a sport on a field. With the puppet, that
each student has made or is miming, get each pair of students to pretend that they
have both encountered a monster and that they need to find a way to get away from the
monster or else it will eat their puppet!
HAVE FUN WITH DRAMA GAMES: MIRRORS
A game of mirrors is a great group activity that gets students working together and
paying close attention to each other. Have the students pair off in A/B partners around
the classroom. To begin, A will be the actor and B the mirror. The two partners face
each other and partner A begins to move and partner B will mirror everything that
partner A does. When you call out “freeze,” partner B will become the actor and
partner A will be the mirror. Do this a few times throughout the activity.
HAVE FUN WITH DRAMA GAMES: WHAT ARE YOU DOING?
In a circle – One person in the centre is doing an activity, someone jumps in and asks,
“What are you doing?” the person in the centre says something different from what
they are doing; the person who jumped in does that new activity.
I.e. person in middle is cutting the lawn, person jumps in and asks “What are you
doing?” the person in middle says “screwing in a light bulb” the person that jumped in
does that activity…and so on around the circle.
PLAYING WITH SONG AND STORY
Using a familiar song that the students love to sing, write a class story related to the
song. Add characters, simple dialogue and actions that can help to make the song
come alive! By combining the story and the song, the students will experience the fun
of participating in a musical drama. Challenge the students to vary the tone of their
voices and to use body movements to help portray the personalities of the characters
in the story. Experiment with using simple sound effects, props and costumes.
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BACKYARD BASH
Mr. Hatch makes brownies and lemonade for his friends and has a party. Now you can
do the same. Put on your aprons and follow the recipes to make chocolate brownies
and lemonade.
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ABOUT AXIS
Geared to young audiences, Axis Theatre’s productions are performed in theatres and
schools, enriching curriculum by suspending disbelief, drawing children into stories
and giving them access to ideas in new ways. Axis actively pursues a multi-disciplinary
style of presentation. It is deceptively simple, completely fresh and memorable. With
over 40 years of history, Axis’ 57 original works have earned them 17 Jessie
Richardson Awards, A Betty Mitchell Award and a Drama Desk Nomination for Unique
Theatrical Experience.
To book a show, please contact the Tour Coordinator by email at
tours@axistheatre.com or call 604 669 0631 for more information.
Axis Theatre is lead by Artistic Director, Chris McGregor; General Manager, Daune
Campbell; and Tour Coordinator, Petrice Brett. We are located in Vancouver, British
Columbia. To learn more about Axis or our team please visit axistheatre.com.

Our shows are made possible through the generous support of these organizations

Axis Theatre Company is a member of The Greater Vancouver Professional Theatre
Alliance, Alliance for Arts and Culture, Arts in Education Council of BC, BC Touring
Council, Canadian Council of the Arts, Vantage Point Vancouver, the Professional
Association of Canadian Theatres, International Performing Arts for Youth and The
Granville Island Business & Community Association. Axis Theatre Company engages,
under the terms of the Canadian Theatre Agreement, professional artists who are
members of the Canadian Actors’ Equity Association.
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APPENDIX
Please print and distribute the areas of this Appendix as you see fit with your students.
Within this section you will find a list of characters and vocabulary words with their
corresponding definitions. The materials for the pantomime drama game and a song
sheet for the Hamelin chorus are also include within this section.
We would also like to thank you for taking the time to use the SOMEBODY LOVES YOU,
MR. HATCH study guide as a resource to support and strengthen your students’
experience with our production. If you or your students have any questions or
comments we would love to hear from you. We also welcome letters and drawings
from the class and accept mail at Axis Theatre Company, 1405 Anderson Street,
Vancouver, BC Canada V6H 3Y7. We wish you all the best in the school year and hope
your experience is a positive one.

CHARACTERS
Edna: Washerwoman
Betsy: Washerwoman
Molly: Washerwoman
Mr. Hatch: Works in a Shoelace Factory
Mr. Smith: Newsstand Clerk
Mr. Todd: Grocery Store Clerk
Melanie Todd: Mr. Todd’s Daughter
Mr. Goober: Mailman
Mrs. Weed: Townsfolk
Mr. Dunwoody: Townsfolk

VOCABULARY
Washerwoman: a job that includes washing clothes and setting them out to dry
Factory: a building where goods are assembled
Aglet: a small plastic sheath used on the end of a shoelace
Ukulele: a small guitar-like instrument
Responsibility: a job or task that must be completed
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WEBSITES FOR REFERENCE

Friendship Activities: https://www.kidssoup.com/activity/friendship-crafts-activitiesgames-and-printables
Interview with author, Eileen Spinelli
https://www.eerdmans.com/Pages/Item/9058/Author-Interview-Eileen-Spinelli.aspx
Biography of author, Eileen Spinelli
http://biography.jrank.org/pages/460/Spinelli-Eileen-1942.html
Info on Puppetry, different styles of puppets and uses of puppets in theatre
https://www.britannica.com/art/puppetry
Information on the 1940s in the United States, factories, machines and culture.
http://americanmachinist.com/features/1940s
http://www.pitlanemagazine.com/cultures/american-culture-in-the-1940s.html
Books about individuality:
http://www.notimeforflashcards.com/2012/04/booksaboutbeingyourself.html
Reference of books about friendship:
http://www.playdoughtoplato.com/the-bff-childrens-book-list/
Books about coping with change:
https://ccbc.education.wisc.edu/books/detailListBooks.asp?idBookLists=175
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